
From Idea to Execution
An Introduction to Developmental Workflow by Gary Livingston



The Importance of a Workflow

✤ Have a clear pathway to your goal

✤ Retain your focus and avoid distractions

✤ Prevent miss-steps that are hard to learn from

✤ Maximize your awareness of situations

✤ Increase your control of how and when you alter your path

✤ Establish Accountability

✤ Maximize your resource spend



A Typical Developmental Workflow

✤ Stage 1: Ideation

✤ Stage 2 : Idea Development & Core Assumptions

✤ Stage 3 : Rough Strategies & Early Validation Tests

✤ Stage 4 : Creation of Key Blueprint Documentation

✤ Stage 5 : Execution & Continued Validation Tests



The Role of User Experience 
Design

✤ User Experience Design helps navigate you along the pathway to your goal and occurs at 
every stage. Proper UX Design relies on the practices of mindfulness and empathy. Proper 
UX Design always takes context into account.

✤ The experience you deliver to a user needs to meet or better yet, exceed, the expectations 
you create through the promises you made to them.

✤ To do this, every aspect of the business needs to share the same message and purpose, 
working towards the greater vision.

✤ To properly design the User Experience you need to constantly asking, “Does this support 
my vision?”, “Does this enhance or detract from the value of what I am building?”, and 
other similar questions. The answers to which will guide you along your path.

✤ The most valuable unique selling advantage any business can have is the ability to deliver 
a great user experience—better than the competition can.



Always Be Mindful of Great User 
Experience Design
✤ User Experience isn’t just limited to UI (User Interfaces).

✤ User experience is the sum of every aspect of your business.

✤ Great User Experience Design is aware of this and always asks questions, ensuring 
everything the business does is in sync with the rest.

✤ Everything needs to be working towards the same goal, sharing the same message, 
enhancing the value of everything else, and always adding more.

✤ Think of your company as a great, championship sports franchise.   
 
The Redwings organization, from ticket seller to the super star players, Henrik 
Zetterberg and Dylan Larkin, to the General Manager, Ken Holland are all on the same 
page with the message they are sharing, the experience they are offering, and the overall 
vision they working towards in order to deliver a great experience to their fans.



Practice User Experience Design By 
Asking The Right Types of Questions

✤ What is your company goal?

✤ What is your product, what is your product goal, and how does it support your 
company goal?

✤ What is your product’s super star feature and how does it support your product goal?

✤ What are your product’s secondary features and how does each one work together to 
support you super star?

✤ What is your (insert any other aspect of your business or product) and how does it 
support the product and company goals?

The goal of this line of questioning is to become mindful of how everything you do must work 
together to support your company goal. This how you begin to build your own successful, 
championship franchise.



✤ Having a clear focus on your goals allows for a simple 
execution of your idea and in turn will provide a great user 
experience.

✤ Understanding your users and their existing behaviors 
allows you to provide intuitive products/services that are 
easy to adopt. You want people to ADOPT your experience 
rather than to ADAPT to it.

✤ A great user experience delivers obvious benefits to your 
target users. The more focused you are the more obvious 
those benefits are.

✤ BENEFITS HAVE VALUE and this is why your user 
experience is your main selling advantage over your 
competitors.



✤ On the flip side of identifying what to include and how 
to include it you want to utilize this process know what 
to leave out.

✤ You must avoid anything that does not support your 
company goal.

✤ Anything that does not support your company goal 
takes away from a positive user experience.

✤ A poor user experience makes your benefits hard to see.

✤ The harder it is to see the benefits the less value your 
product and company have.



Validation

✤ Validation can occur in different ways, at different times, and for 
different purposes.

✤ Validation always begins with a clear assumption.

✤ Validation always depends on the context of the data captured. 

✤ Validation, like proper User Experience Design, helps navigate you 
along a path towards your goal and can also occur at every stage.

✤ Validation supports your UX Design choices through the capture, 
evaluation, and understanding of what the data is telling you.



Stage 1 : Ideation

✤ Ideation is the initial formation of your idea.

✤ It usually begins with an experience you had—your idea 
spawned from somewhere, right? 

✤ It involves taking a longer look into that initial experience 
and asking some deeper questions about the context of the 
situation you were in.

✤ It is all about defining a clear vision your idea should strive 
for.



1. Identify the main goal and purpose of the company—
this is the core mission

2. Identify the main product/service that supports that 
goal

3. Define what you believe is the full potential of your 
idea—this is the core vision



Stage 2 : Idea Development & Core 
Assumptions
✤ Now that you have the core vision, mission, and product/services defined it is time to 

develop your idea further.

✤ You want to establish the different contexts your idea is likely to be utilized by people.

✤ This is done through creating user stories.

✤ User Stories focus on a specific type of person in a specific type of context. 

Example 1: You are making a food delivery app and a new restaurant wants to do delivery and needs a delivery 
driver to take food to a customer.  

Example 2: You are making a food delivery app and an established restaurant that does delivery already needs 
access to more delivery drivers during peak hours when they can’t meet delivery demand.

✤ User Stories help you understand your potential users better, help you understand existing 
behaviors better, and help you understand existing workflows/userflows/and systems in 
place so you have a better chance of designing a more valuable user experience.



1. Research what people use currently to obtain the same/
similar benefit your idea is offering

2. Outline the basic features for your product/service

3. Research what other products/services exist that may 
approach unrelated problems in a similar way to how you want 
to approach meeting your own goal

4. Refine your product/service outline to enhance the value you 
are offering by making sure they all support the main product/
service’s purpose of supporting the company’s goal

5. Prioritize your features by which ones are absolutely 
necessary to create a beneficial and supportive experience 
towards the overall goal of your company and product/service



Stage 3 : Rough Strategies & Early 
Validation Tests

✤ The goal is to use what you have learned through your 
research to create some basic assumptions about your idea 
and your product/service in the context of the type of person 
that will want it and how you think they will engage with it

✤ You want to devise some rough strategies focused on 
validating your assumptions—operate within the context you 
have created!

✤ Remember, validation relies on the data. Your strategies need 
to crafted in a way that allows for data to be captured.



1. Create an outline of your business plan and business strategies.

2. Create a list of your key assumptions that you have about the 
people likely to use your product/service and how you feel they 
will engage your product/service.

3. Create simple validation tests that focus on the proving your 
assumptions correct. Utilize proper UX Design to reach, 
communicate, and engage with people clearly.

4. Evaluate the data from the tests to validate your assumptions: 

If the data says you were correct, see if you can optimize the UX Design of your tests to yield 
even better results. 

If the data says you were incorrect, see if you can alter the UX Design of your tests to alter your 
message and/or the experience your test is delivering. Keep the context of what you are doing 
in mind to help you identify what is going wrong.



Stage 4 : Creation of Key Blueprint 
Documentation

✤ Building a product/service is like building a house or making a movie. A lot of people 
would be confused, a lot of time and money would be wasted, and the likelihood of 
success would be greatly diminished.

✤ You can’t build a house without blueprints. The general contractor wouldn’t know what 
type of team to assemble. The team wouldn’t know what exactly it is they are building.

✤ You can’t make a movie without a script and storyboards.  The producer wouldn’t know 
what type of team to assemble, what locations to secure, or what props to get. The 
director wouldn’t know what equipment to get, what shots they need, or what cast they 
should have. The actors wouldn’t know what they are suppose to say and do or why.

✤ This is why you want to have your own blue print documentation together before you 
start to actually build anything.



1. Flesh out your business plan further drawing from the data you collected through your initial 
validation tests. This is your master map you will use to guide you.  

It doesn’t need to be 50 pages but, it does need to touch on the key aspects of your business to a point that allows you to 
easily find focus or evaluate your progress.

2. Create your Product Roadmap. This is a very simple outline that goes from what you are starting 
with (the first product feature/service you will offer) to what you will end up with if you were to 
achieve the FULL vision of your idea. Think of this in terms of versions.

3. Create your specific strategies to launch and grow your business.  

How are you going to first start your business (Go to Market Strategy)? How are you going to generate traction (Traction 
Strategy)? Revenue(Monetization Strategy)? User Retention Strategy? Whatever makes sense for you business.

Make sure you strategies match the context of your product roadmap—you don't need to go to detailed beyond the 
second version.  Things are likely to happen to make those later strategies alter greatly.

4. Create wireframes of your product/service—think of wireframes as your storyboards. They are 
essentially a sketch of every screen or state that a user make experience of your product/service.  The 
more detailed they are the more clear they are to those referencing them as blueprints.

5.Create a few new specific validation tests, if it makes sense to do so, based around your more detailed 
strategies and assumptions. Utilize your wireframes to create these tests.

6. Analyze the results of your tests. Again, be sure to do so by keeping things in the proper context. If 
you ignore the context you render the data meaningless. 



Stage 5 : Execution & Continued 
Validation Tests

✤ Your blueprints allow you or a team to know exactly what they are building, for who, 
and why. This lets them easily understand HOW to build what you need.

✤ At this point you will have actually executed a great deal of you idea on your own by 
producing those blueprints—this will present you with a forked road to reach your 
goal.

✤ You can utilize your blueprints to execute your idea towards specific goals; 
fundraising, finding a co-founder, prototyping, or getting a team to build your idea.

✤ No matter what specific path you choose you want to continuously run validation 
tests against your assumptions in order to capture data and make informed decisions. 

✤ Approach each situation as a UX Designer, practicing mindfulness, empathy, and 
asking questions regarding the experience you are offering, delivering, and creating.



✤ You could shop your blueprints around for estimates from dev 
shops and/or to co-founders to fill the roles you can’t do on 
your own or you can’t afford to pay for.  

Pro-Tip: You’ll always have better luck paying people than offering equity alone.

✤ If you need capital immediately, you can create a pitch deck 
that clearly expresses your vision, the company, the product, 
and strategies

Shop your pitch deck around for investors —make sure you, again, are aware of 
the context of your situation and target investors likely to find what you are 
doing interesting, exciting, and worth their effort.  

In other words, you probably don’t want to pitch to a VC with a portfolio of 
FinTech companies when you are a pre-launch food delivery company.



Some Great Resources

✤ Scrum for Dummies - Book, google it

✤ The Lean Startup - Book by Eric Ries, google it

✤ Traction - TractionBook.com, skip googling it

✤ ideator.com - a place that helps you get your idea made

✤ You can download this presentation here: 

http://therenegadefirm.garylivingston.com/startupweek.pdf

http://tractionbook.com
http://ideator.com
http://therenegadefirm.garylivingston.com/startupweek.pdf


Now Get to Work!

~No really, get outta here~


